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The Night Shift 3x13 Promo "Burned" (HD) Season Finale

The Night Shift 3x13 "Burned" (Season Finale) - In the second half of this two-part season finale, Scott (Scott Wolf) and Jordan (Jill Flint) must perform surgery in the field as the burning wildfire gains intensity around them. Syd (recurring guest star Jennifer Beals) has caught Typhus along with hundreds of other patients on the Syria-Turkey border, and TC (Eoin Macken) goes to great lengths to get the medication. Meanwhile, Drew (Brendan Fehr) and Rick (guest star Luke Macfarlane) fight to keep Brianna (guest star Kyla Kenedy), while San Antonio Memorial finds an unlikely buyer, though saving the hospital comes at a cost. Ken Leung, Robert Bailey, Jr., JR Lemon, and Tanaya Beatty also star; Sarah Jane Morris and AnnaLynne McCord also guest star. Subscribe to tvpromosdb on Youtube for more The Night Shift season 3 promos in HD!



Official website: http://www.nbc.com/the-night-shift

Official Twitter page: https://twitter.com/NBCNightShift

Official Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/NBCNightShift

The Night Shift playlist: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfrisy2KXzkdB4WixZkBa2DobCZdqn9Fk



The Night Shift 3x13 Promo/Preview "Burned" (Season Finale)

The Night Shift Season 3 Episode 13 Promo

The Night Shift Season 3 Season Finale Promo

The Night Shift 3x13 Promo "Burned" (HD) Season Finale
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